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DAID MENSEN IN NOOD

Half of humanity nowadays lives
in cities. Cities in developing
countries are growing most
rapidly. Nearly one billion people
live in slums.

People living in slums
increasingly face disasters due
to climate change.
Disasters push them further into
poverty until they
cannot recover anymore.
The impact of climate change
may negatively affect the
infrastructure, worsen the access
to basic urban services and
unfavorably affect the quality of
live in cities.

People in slums have
capacities but lack the
network and resources to
reduce their risk.

WHY?
Disaster risk is increasing
A serious disruption of the functioning of
a community or a society causing
widespread human, material, economic
or environmental losses which exceed the
ability of the affected community or
society to cope using its own resources.

A disaster results from the combination of
hazards, conditions of vulnerability and
insufficient capacity or measures to
reduce the potential negative
consequences of risk. (ISDR 2007)

DISASTER RISK
DISASTER RISK =

HAZARD X VULNERABILITY
________________________
capacity
Disaster risk can be reduced by
increasing capacities

Overall aim is to become resilient

WHAT IS RESILIENCE?
Definition UNISDR 2007
Resilience is the ability of a system, community or society exposed to
hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate to and recover from the effects
of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, including through the
preservation and restoration of its essential basic structures and
functions.
The resilience of a community in respect to potential hazard events is
determined by the degree to which the community has the necessary
resources and is capable of organizing itself both prior to and during
times of need.
Resilience means capacity to cope with hazards and thereby avoiding
disaster

CORDAID’ S URBAN RESILIENCE
APPROACH
Combines disaster risk reduction and urban development & planning

What is the objective?

How?

Resilient neighborhoods

Strengthening the capacities of different stakeholders and
developing collaborations between multi-stakeholders to:
- anticipate risks while strengthening existing capacities,

- adapt to changing risks like those induced by climate change
- respond when a hazard strikes
- recover and strengthen resilience: transform
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WHAT IS NEEDED

Replicable steps & tools
Participatory
urban risk
assessment

Tool examples

Common
agenda and
action plan

Disaster risk mapping tool

CREDITS: CORDAID
SOURCE: COMMUNITY MAPPING

Multi
stakeholder
Platform

Smart
solutions

Adoption
and
replication

Urban Collaboration Game

CREDITS: INGE BOUWMANS, CORDAID
SOURCE: GAMING IN NAIROBI , 2012

RESILIENCE IS SPECIFIC
Participatory risk assessment and analysis
- Resilient against what? --- analyse hazards < ---CC

- Who/ What is at risk? --- vulnerability

- Current capacities -- capacity gaps

- Resilience has different elements- Resilience framework
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KEY ELEMENTS
Working together towards a resilient city
A process with key elements:

Local ownership: local risk analysis and
actions that fit their context and
capacities.
Groups are engaged whose capacities are
not often recognized. Empowerment
Different stakeholders join forces on
common agenda. Foster relationships.
Smart solutions local platforms are
connected with external expertise and
resources to develop smart solutions
together.
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THEORY OF CHANGE
Urban Resilience
IF we work in an integrated way linking all
relevant stakeholders, and support them to
set shared priorities and develop a common
agenda that enables them to identify smart
solutions to reduce risks building
on their capacities
THEN urban communities are more resilient
to disasters based on natural as well as manmade hazards. This will save lives and
livelihoods and will lead to disaster resilient
neighborhoods
BECAUSE residents and local stakeholders
themselves know their priorities best
and have the capacity according to their
specific role and responsibility to invest in
resilient cities.
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